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Rotunda
Student Newspapers Report Censorship
Publicatio
r Protest
By AMY REYNOLDS
On Dec. 15. the nation will
celebrate the 200th anniversary
of the Bill of Rights. Yet. after
two centuries, student newspapers are still fighting to uphold
their constitutional rights to a
free press.
And now. a 1988 Supreme
Court ruling that gave high
school officials broader power to
censor school-sponsored student
publications has some free press
advocates fearing that the same
argument may be stretched to
Include college newspapers.
The Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeler
ruling specifically referred to the
censoring of student publications when they are part of a
school's curriculum and when
the decision to censor Is
"reasonably related to legitimate
pedagogical concerns."
The Student Press Law Center says that's what is happening at Ohio State University.
Last month, the student
newspaper. The Lantern, began
publishing under protest after
the school attempted to enact a
policy of prior review aimed at
preventing libelous stories from
running In the newspaper.
The student editors said It
was censorship. Three weeks
later, when the policy was approved, three editors and six reporters resigned and seven editor* were fired.
When I started my Job. I
asked what the policy was and
they (the publication committee)
told me there was no prior review." says former editor Debra
Baker, a senior who quit because of the policy. "I asked that
question before we got started
(publishing this quarter), and
that's what started it."

Ohio State runs Its student trators would Include college
newspaper as a laboratory for Journalism under Hazelwood."
Journalism classes. While most he says. The criticism (Ohio
student reporters and copy ediState Is) receiving now from
tors are required to work for the professionals across the country
paper as part of the lab. the ediis nothing compared to what
tors and some reporters are would happen If they legally
paid by the school to run the tried" to get a ruling that would
paper. Financially, the newspaInclude college publications unper Is Independent, generating der Hazelwood.
revenue to run Itself through
Ohio State says it Is just tryadvertising and giving enough ing to avoid a costly lawsuit.
money back to the school to pay
Kevin Stoner. a Journalism
for the student staff.
professor at Ohio State and
"Financially, we're Indepen- chairman of the publications
dent, but we're not separately committee, was unavailable for
Incorporated." Baker says.
comment. Earlier, he said that
The new policy, approved by the school was not trying to centhe faculty of Ohio State's school sor the paper and that the
of Journalism, allows the faculty unique model underwhirh The
adviser of the newspaper to read Lantern Is published makes the
stories prior to publication but issue a difficult one to resolve.
does not give the adviser the
"Until there is a case with a
power to pull a story for any newspaper very, very similar to
reason. Any disagreement beThe Lantern. I don't think we'll
tween the editor and the adviser have a definitive answer" to the
about a story and Its potential question of who Is liable If a stufor libel Is given to an outside dent newspaper Is sued for libel,
attorney who would render a leStoner told the Associated Press
gal opinion about the story. The two weeks ago.
editor would then be forced to
The students who resigned or
alter any potentially libelous were fired are now deciding what
parts of the story, If they exist.
they want to do about the policy.
The policy came about beGoodman says they have
cause the university feared that grounds for a lawsuit, but Baker
Its ties to the newspaper would says the group Isn't certain If It
make It liable for what appears wants to pursue one Just yet.
In the newspaper; hence. If
J think the most positive
someone sues The Lantern for li- move Is to change" the structure
bel and wins. Ohio State says It of the newspaper and become
has to pay.
independent. Baker says. "I
Mark Goodman, executive di- think the best thing to do Is
rector of the Student Press Law work to fix it." She says a lawCenter, disagrees. He says withsuit Is possible, however. If no
out the prior review policy the resolution can be made.
school would not be liable. He
The Ohio State conflict Is Just
thinks Ohio State Is attempting one of many across the country.
to expand the Hazelwood ruling. After the Hazelwood ruling, censorship of student publications
"I think its Incredibly frightstarted to rise.
ening that Journalism adminis

Date Rape
Occurs
Nationwide
By AMY THOMAS
When will something be done
The organization has several
about the nation's date rape goals. It plans to develop
problem? It Is truly a nationwide student workshops and
problem, occurring on all cam- presentations that will be
puses, large or small, public or coordinated for presentation
private.
nationally, to write a newsletter,
The first national conference to address the Issues of sexual
on Sexual Assault on Campus assault among different ethnic
was held recently In Orlando, groups, to form a network of
Florida. Those that attended In- professionals working In the
cluded experts on rape, field, to establish a library with
students, and those working at Information about rape, and to
colleges and universities In form a support system for rape
counseling, law enforcement, survivors that will help them
and administration. The relocate to another school If
conference was sponsored by the their administration Is not
Safe Schools Coalition. Inc.. a responsive.
nonprofit organization dedicated
"Students have an Impact."
to making colleges safer places Rabold says. "Administrators
to live and workcan say all they want about date
Just how serious is the prob- rape, but students are peer
lem at hand? Today, one In four counselors and they need to
women will be the victim of rape realize that, they need to train
or attempted rape. Rape Is the us. Their programs look good on
most underreported of any paper but It's the students who
crime. About 75 percent of cam- carry them out." The students
pus rapes Involve alcohol. 100 do agree with the experts that
gang rapes have been reported education Is the key to
at colleges and universities since prevention.
1985.
Any student Interested In
Jennifer Rabold, a senior at Joining the national student
the University of Richmond. Is coalition can write to the coorJust one of 60 students who dinator. Ashely Belcher, at
Joined together at the conference Washington University. 6515
to form the National Coalition of Wydown. Box 4290. St. Louis.
Students Against Sexual As- MO 63105.
sault.
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The Lantern runs a front-page editorial about a censorship struggle at Ohio State University

Goodman estimates that the
law center receives about 500
calls each year about the Issue.
Only a fraction end up In court.
"It s like termites," says Lance
Helms, a University of Georgia
student Intern at the law center.
What you see Is a fraction of
what goes on."
Currently, another censorship
battle is brewing at Edlnboro
University of Pennsylvania,
where the Student Government
Association decided to stop
funding the newspaper's outside
media services that provided ed-
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iinri.il cartoons and columns
from writers Mike Royko. Dave
Barry and others.
Last week, the SGA con
ducted a student survey at the
university cafeteria and student
union asking readers what they
wanted to read In the newspa
per.
"As far as funding Is concerned. If the students don't
want (Royko. etc.). we're not go
lng to fund It." says Tina Brooks.
SGA president. The absence of
the columns "would open up
some pages for more news." she
says
The SGA approves the student paper's line-item budget
every year because The Spectator is not Independent of the
university. Brook says The
Spectator could not reallocate
other funds to pay for the outside news service because the
SGA approves each item on the
paper's budget separately.
The adviser of The? Spectator.
Tom Stanko. says the SGA is
trying to censor the paper to get
more coverage of Greek events

because the majority of the SGA
membership is Greek.
To try to recover the funding
that the SGA Budget Committee
recommended to be cut. one of
the student editors met with
university President Foster
Diebold. who said he would
support the newspaper and
would not approve the SGA
budget without the funding for
the news services.
Still, the SGA and the
Spectator are arguing over the
Issue.
"I've never had this kind of
trouble before." Stanko says.
Some examples from the previous school year.
•The University of Denver's
student newspaper. The? Clarion.
was Indefinitely shut down for
printing sexist Jokes on Its back
page, an area devoted to Jokes
and satire.
•The adviser of the California
State Polytechnic University
newspaper was fired, then later
rehlred. for writing an editorial
critical of the school admlnlstra
(Continued on page 4)

Controversy Arises over Printing
of Election Results
By LAURIE MYERS and
KIMBER SCOTT
election. The Dean of Students
News Staff
In the November 13th Issue of and the Attorney General's office
the Rotunda, the Student Gov- were contacted, and by law the
ernment Association election SGA was required to provide this
results were printed, including Information to the Rotunda.
Dr. Crowl. advisor to the
the actual number of votes each
candidate received. The printing SGA. said "the SGA Is neither
of these numbers has caused for. nor against printing these
controversy within the student numbers. We can see both sides.
We wanted to make sure the
body.
According to Brad Owen, the SGA did what was best for the
executive editor of the Rotunda. candidates and the student
body."
"many students look to the Ho
According to Mark Turtlng.
tunda for Information about life
the
chairman of the Judicial
at Longwood. It Is the duty of the
newspaper to act as a watchdog Board.' student leadership po
of the government, a source of sit Ions at Longwood are monopInformation for the public, and a olized by a very small group of
forum for the expression of a people. One of the greatest chalwide range of views. The notion lenges facing our campus Is the
that Ideas and voices, no matter recruitment of a variety of Indihow objectionable or controver- viduals to hold offices In the
sial they may be to the public, Student Government. The printhave the right to be heard Is the ing of the number of votes rebasic premise of the First ceived by candidates In the re
cent elections is going to nrga
Amendment."
The Rotunda approached the lively effect the number of ItU
SGA with the Idea of printing the dents willing to run for a office,
numerical results from the rihe Rotunda] should have con-

the emerging leadership pool at
Longwood."
"Publishing vote counts Is
nothing new The media dors II
all the time with national and
In tl elections. As for those who
are discouraged to run next
year, it Is my opinion that
I-ongwood doesn't need people In
leadership positions who let
minor obstacles like this stop
them." said candidate, Hllry
Ross. Ill
Joan Mason, director of Stu
dent Activities, comments "the
S<;A election result numbera
should be printed because they
sadly reflect the number of people who realty care about what Is
going on within the college
community
Less than one third of the
student population voted In this
election. According to official
SGA results, only 703 out of
more than 3,000 students cast
ballots.
sldered the needless potenil.il
damage (lt| was going to cause to

For future elections, Shannon
Gardner, current SGA president,
suggests that "campaigning Is
Important Often students know
each other by glances as they
are walking on campus.
Candidates need to actively let
others know who they are and
why they want to represent the
views of l/>ngwood students."
S(;A vice president. Shannon
Nuimally. adds "students do not
realize the great responsibility
these candidates will have when
they are elected."
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EDITORIAL

Letters To The Editor

"Magic"
On Thurs.. Nov. 8 an event
happened that will have an ef
feet on the world forever. Earvtn
Johnson, better known as
"Magic" Johnson, announced his
retirement from profession..1
basketball. His reason: he had
become Infected with the HIV
virus, the same virus that can
lead to AIDS. I did not find out
this until about 8:30 p.m. that
night. CNN was doing a feature,
and I came In in the middle of It
when former Laker coat h I'.il
Rlley was speaking at the begin
nlng of a New York Knlcks game
(that Is the team he now
coaches).
At first I did not know what
had happened to cause Magic to
retire. Then CNN announced the
reason as I sat and wondered
with amazement and fright.
Even as I type this I get chilli
when I think about the whole
Incident. Here Is a man who sat
on one of the highest pedestals
In professional sports today, and
who many thought one of the
most perfect Individuals alive.
Then we find out he has the HIV
virus.
I am still shocked by this. Not
that I thought Magic was a god
amongst gods. But Magic Johnson? I do not know If many of
you watched Arsenlo Hall that
night, but I did. Magic was his
same old cheery self, flashing his
million dollar smile, and Joking

To whom il may concern:

as If nothing had changed. As he
talked about becoming a
spokesperson on the virus and
on safe sex and about his "new"
life. 1 felt the biggest lump In my
throat and 111 admit. I cried. It Is
such a sad story, yet not an
uncommon story. HIV Infection
as well as the AIDS epidemic Is
everywhere. Where we once
thought It to be a homosexual or
Intravenous drug user's disease.
It now Is affecting heterosexuals
and nondrug users as well. It's
very scary to me, as I'm sure II Is
to you.
Talking with Dr. Eleanor
Bobbltt the other day. I agreed
with her on some things
concerning the Incident as a
whole. Cod works in strange and
mysterious ways, but when he
does he does It to make a point.
I think Cod may be saying that
this AIDS epidemic has gone
unnoticed too long, and that il Is
about time that some major research Is done to find a cure so
(hat millions more do not die.
I'll admit that I really did not
think a lot about AIDS and HIV
until Thursday night, and for
the millions of those afflicted I
feel so sorry for them. But let's
hope that with Magic coming out
like he did the research and
technology needed to find a cure
will be found. Not Just for
Magic's sake, but for the sake of
the world.
CHARLIE E. FULTZ

tunda about the Earth club.
and the second one deals with
students attitudes here on
campus concerning the duties of

the Earth club, recycling, and
vandalism.

editorial was trying to say. We
are all at fault. Everyone could
do more than they are currently
doing to clean up this campus.
The Earth Club has done much
to make people aware of some of
the problems here on campus.
The Rotunda and the Earth
Club can help each other to get
people more Involved In beauti
fylng this campus. There Is no
time for animosity or angry
words; people need to take action. There Is more to do than
Just pick up trash. The Earth
Club holds meetings every
Thursday at 7 p.m. In the
French TV lounge. Everyone Is
encouraged to attend.
The Rotunda extends a formal
apology to the Earth Club If It
misunderstood the purpose of
last week's editorial. Thank you,
Jennifer, for your response and
for dlsspelling the common
myths about the Inactivity of the
Earth Club.
Christopher S. Jones

WlfSOfte

The second fact that I want to
get straight Is that of the Earth
Club's purpose. At our last
meeting a member said. "We are
an environmental organization,
not a clean-up committee." It is
time that the students who are
,.i fault In blaming the Earth
Club for the lack of motivation
on campus to recycle and keep
the place clean understand the
reality of the situation.
It Is not the Earth Club's re
sponsibllity to pick up after everyone who wants to be lazy or
Jual doesn't care about the appearance of the campus and the
environment. We helped get the
emotion started, but we are certainly not the only ones respon
Bible or Involved. It Is everyone's
duty to do their part In the
beautificatlon
and
environmental processes, and as
for the hauling off of the

I .mi writing thla lettei lo the
publii i on< erning Iwo issues
The firs! one is a comment
written by the editor In tinNovember 13, Issue of l lie Ro

RESPONSE
Dear Jennifer:
The Rotunda appreciates your
feedback on the campus beauti
flcatlon editorial which ran In
the November 13 Issue.
However. It seems that you
misunderstood the editor's
purpose. The editorial was not
written with the Intention of
slamming the Earth Club or
anyone else In particular. Where
It says "People wanted Instant
results, and when they did not
get them, they abandoned the
Idea." the people referred to Is
everyone on campus, not Just
the Earth Club.
Nobody contests how much
the Earth Club has done for this
campus. Last year 1 attended
two Earth Club meetings when It
was Just starting up, and I was
favorably Impressed. You are
correct when you say that the
Earth Club does not exist to
serve as trash police for the
campus. Everyone does need to
work together; that is what the

In last week's paper the editor
wrote in his editorial concerning
campus beautificatlon and the
environment that "People began
recycling, not using styrofoam
and starting up such organizations as the Earth Club. Now
there was nothing wrong with
any of this, but people wanted
instant results, and when they
did not get them, they aban
doned the idea." To add to this
quotation. I have also heard
many students get on the Earth
Club's case about being inactive.
First of all. I want to get one
thing straight. The Earth Club
has not abandoned the Idea of
making this campus beautiful
and making the people here en
vironmentally aware nor Is it
inactive. Maybe if you all both
ered coming to some of our
meetings, you all would see just
how much we have done and are
still continuing to do.
We have had many events oc
cur this semester. We had a
c lean up day In September in
which very few people showed
up. and we have promoted the
signing of petitions for specific
concerns. We gave out trees and
promoted awareness during
Oktoberfest. We've helped begin
recycling on campus with the
help of the Physical Plant, and
we have established many
events on campus to let people
know who we are and what we
are promoting. Just recently.
Earth Club members attended
two environmental conferences
at the University of Colorado
and the University of Virginia.
Now we are working on a project
to get disposable dishware out of
the dining hall.
We do not expect Instant results, but we do expect coopera
tlon from our fellow peers on
campus. However, it seems as if
no one wishes to get involved in
helping to recycle because too
much trash Is still being disI ,u tied Into the landfill.

aluminum cana, the Physical
Plant has taken that over.
It makes me sick to look In
the aluminum can bins and find
food and personal hygiene prod
nets mixed in with the recycleable materials. Do you.people
that do this realize that people
have to get in those cans and
pick all that trash out? I think it
is very unfair and immature.
Imagine if you had to do that. I
am sure you wouldn't like it. So
why do you put others in the
position to take on the
disgusting task?
To tell you the truth. I believe
anyone capable of doing this
with a clear mind doesn't have ,i
bit of common sense and doesn't
belong in college. Those cans are
clearly labled. and most of them
have round tops to Indicate that
they are aluminum can bins.
The same thing goes for vandalism. Repair for this crime is
expensive and the money comes
right back out of your pocket
and other's who can barely afford to attend college. Vandalism
Is senseless and unexcusable. It
seems as If people are working
to make the campus mo* ugly
rather than beautiful.
What it all boils down to is
that those at fault need to stop
believing the Earth Club Is going

There Is a virtually forgotten group of students on Longwood's campus. This group, comprised of over 835 students. Is the commuter
student population. In the past, many commuter
Issues have been shunted aside In favor of more
pressing" Issues - Issues that almost always
concerned traditional/residential students.
Perhaps the most Important concern of
commuter students Is parking. Consider these
figures: 106 parking spaces were allotted to
commuter students In the Fall 1991 semester,
and 580 parking decals were sold to those same
commuter students. The absurdity of this ratio is
obvious. Commuters are doing what they can to
alleviate this problem. When at all possible, they
walk to campus. Or If they live farther away, carpools are sometimes formed. But due to the
conflicting schedules and needs of commuters. It
is rarely possible to have more than one or two
students per vehicle, commuters can only do so
much to help themselves.
The solutions that have been proposed thus
far are not acceptable. Some administrators have
suggested having satellite parking lots located as
far away as Wal-Mart, with a shuttle bus system
to get to and from the college. For students that
must use their cars In the same capacity that
residential students use their dorm rooms.-this
option Is simply not feasible. Another Idea Is to
build a parking garage, but that is both costprohibitive and unrealistic.
Another problem that commuters must
deal with Is the lack of lounge space. The tiny
area allocated for commuter use Is not adequate
for the number of commuters attending Longwood. Granted, commuters are told that they can
study In the library or In any empty conference
room, but commuters deserve better facilities
that are for their own use and that are always
available. It Is not asking too much to want a
computer, more lounge space and more lockers.

fOKKSkWk
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"Congress shall make no law respecting ,\n establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
Exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom oi speech, or ol the press; or the right of the people peaceably lo assemble, and 10 petition the government for a redress of grievances."
"No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens
ol the Untied States; nor shall any Stale deprive any person of hie, liberty, or property, without due
>s of law, nor deny lo any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of its laws."
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to do everything. You need to get on Tuesday. December 3rd.
Steve Nelson.
Involved too. If you're not willing
Wrestling Coach
to get involved, then keep your
opinions to yourself because you Editor. The Rotunda.
don't know what you're talking
This letter Is being written to.
about. If you do have a fact to hopefully, reach all Longwood
bring up, then we most certainly students. The "spirit" of Long
are willing to listen.
wood has diminished in some
Finally. Chris. If I have mis- ways in the past few years. This
understood what you wrote In needs to be rekindled! The
your editorial, then I suggest "spirit" of Longwood as is called.
that you state your opinions Is the Entire student body. It Is
more clearly so that so many not Just a few Individuals here
people don't get upset.
and there. What Is asked Is to
Jennifer Wyatt take a step back- look at yourEarth Club self... your Involvement - acaVice President demically, socially, and personally!! We would like to thank all
Editor, The Rotunda.
of you who have the spirit. This
On Thursday. November 21. has not gone unnoticed! Each
from 8:30 till 9:45 a.m. Virand every Individual Is the
ginia's Secretary of Education, "spirit', keep it going!!
the Honorable James Dyke will
In the blue and white SPIRIT.
be at Longwood. The Secretary
CHI
will be In the Student Union Editor. The Rotunda,
Gold Room to discuss upcoming
The third annual Angel Tree
proposals by the Governors Is here. For those of you who do
Task Force on Substance Abuse not know what that Is. the Ro
and Sexual Assault on Virginia's tunda Christmas tree will be
College Campuses: campus decorated with special angels.
civility issues, and any other Each of the angels will have the
topics students care to address. name of a needy person printed
This Is to be an Informal on the front. These needy people
meeting, so come on down, push are from the Farmvllle area and
up your sleeves, and let one of would truly appreciate some
Richmond's key policy makers small gift for Christmas. We are
know what you're thinking.
just the people to give them that
The secretary's visit to Long
kind of Christmas Joy.
wood is being sponsored by the
If you would like to help one
School of Education and Human of these people, all you have to
Services: coffee, juice and
do is select one of the angel
doughnuts are being provided
decorations and take it off the
Jointly by the SGA and the Vice
tree. Take the angel to the Peer
President for Student AffairHelper Office, located next door
Please come, be heard, and
to Phyllis Mable s office Just ofT
bring your friends.
the Rotunda, and check II out
William K Wilson
1 hen. buy a gift of about $5.
Peer Helper Program
wrap It. attach the angel to the
Coordinator
top of the gilt and leturn It to
Editor, The Rotunda.
the Peer Helper Office by
On behalf of the Longwood Wednesday. December 4th
wrestling team. I would like to
The tree will be going up
say "thank you" lo all the stu
rhuraday, November 21st and
dents, faculty, and admlnlstra
the angela will be on the tree by
tors who cheered the team to Friday. November 22nd. Re
victory over Newport News Ap
member, you could be the one to
prentice Wednesday night. To give a person in the Farmvllle
those who were unable to area a little something to make
attend, you missed an exciting their Christmas extremely
match. We hope you will not happy
miss the excitement again when
Thank you.
the team faces Davidson College
Lisa Dyson

Commuter Problems
By ERIN McCAY
Abound
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A situation that can be resolved fairly easily
Is the problem with commuter mailboxes. A main
reason commuters are Ignored Is that It never
occurs to most faculty and staff that there are
actually students that don't have a box number
In the Lankford Student Union. Many forms used
by students do not even ask for an address, It Is
assumed that the students have a box number.
Therefore we do not receive many of the an
nouncements and Information that residential
students find regularly In their mailboxes. This
problem can be rectified. There are plans to renovate and enlarge the current post office/mailbox
area, adding quite a few new mailboxes. Why
couldn't mailboxes be assigned to all students,
commuter and residential? Many commuters use
their current college address In the commuter
student lounge, an address which consists of an
unlocked wooden cubbyhole they must share
with at least 5 other students. There are numerous problems with opened and stolen mall.
Why shouldn't commuters have the secured
mailboxes residential students enjoy?
Aren't we students of disregard too? This
seems to me to be an attitude held towards commuters on many levels. There are administrators
who seem to genuinely take an Interest In commuters and their needs, but the majority don't
even take us Into consideration. It Is already difficult enough for commuters to feel as if they are
part of a group. Should that feeling of Isolation
be reinforced? The problems emphasize the
differences between residential and commuter
students. It seems to me that the main goal
should be to make both groups united. One
should not be a residential student or a
commuter student, Instead, he or she should be
a Longwood student, equal to every other student
and sharing the same privileges and respect.
Erin McCay Is a freshman History major
and the president of the Commuter Student
Association.
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DR. REGINALD YANCEY

AIA Gains
New Advisor
By TRACI HASSELL
SUIT Writer
Recently, a new advisor was
chosen for the Alpha Chapter of
the Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority.
Dr. Reginald Yancy, who has
been an Associate Professor of
Business since the fall of 1988.
Is ASA's recent Financial Advi-

sor, as well as. the On Campus
Advisor.
All of the Business law
courses are conducted by Dr.
Yancy and yet. his qualifications
and accomplishments are
diverse and do not end there.
Dr. Yancy was born In
Raleigh. NC and has resided In
Amherst County, near Lynchburg. for the better part of his
life.
He acquired his undergradu
ate degree In accounting at Virginia State In Petersburg. After
wards, he attended law school at
Washington and Lee University.
As a lawyer. C.P.A.. and pro
fessor. Dr. Yancy Is dedicated to
each of his positions. He has
held his private law practice for
13 years and, still. Is a professor
four days a week for late afternoon classes. "I truly love teach
lng here," commented Dr. Yarn v
Dr. Yancy also stated that he
Is proud of his position as a
member of The Board of Governors on Bankruptcy for The Virginia State Bar. As the newly In
stated advisor of ASA Dr. Yancy
has continued to carry out his
achievements.

Longwood Company of Dancers
to Perform

DIG the Past

Profiled

JOAN MASON

In Profile:
By KIMBER SCOTT
Features Staff
Joan Mason, the Director of
Student Activities and the Student Union, has been with
Longwood since September
1989.
Joan was born In Pittsburgh,
PA In 1960. She lived In the
same house until she left for
college. For her undergraduate
work she attended Slippery Rock
University in Slippery Rock, PA
where she majored In Public
Health. Her first Involvement In
SGA was due to her roommate.
"My Junior year roommate was
very Involved with SGA. She
talked me into running for Student Government, since only six
seniors were running for six se
nior positions I was a shoe In.
During homecoming 1 was In
charge of the parade. This was

Being Gay in your woHd
Taking the fooiui used by other minority groups. I will try 10 expreu to you whit it's like to be homosexual in your world I don't speak for all jays but only for myself. I am your brother, your best friend or your
roommate, but I must hide it from you. You make me. Try to understand what I am feeling.
Being Gay is to be condemned by the church as sinful by psychologists as pathological, and by the law as
a criminal.
Being Gay is to live two separate lives never being able to be completely honest m either.
Being Gay is to listen to your friends talk about queen and make jokes about effeminate males as you
stand there and know if they only knew the truth they would be saying the same things about
you.
Being Gay is to go along with the guys as they watch the girls when you'd much rather watch them.
Being Gay is being condemned to a life ofonerught stands and loneliness because society denies your
humanity.
Being Gay is to awaken every morning, live everyday, and go to sleep every night feanng discovery and
rejection by your friends.
Being Gay is dating girls when you don't really want to just to maintain your cover.
Being Gay is pretending to be ignorant about homosexuality every time the topic is raised and listening to
straights display their ignorance while you don't dare correct them.
Being Gay is to know that there are many other gays around you acting out the same subterfuge and that
your chances for a meaningful relationship are blocked when you only see each other's masks.
Being Gay is to be extra careful about how you dress and wear your hair so no one will suspect
Being Gay is to go to a public place with your lover and not be able to show affection.
Being Gay is to be proud of the accomplishmenu of Gay Liberation and yet represent the type of homosexual they must overcome to succeed.
Being Gay is hating yourself for what you are and knowing thai you can't and don'I want to change.
Being Gay is to try to express some of the hell of a life that is anything but "gay" and then having to sign it
anonymous.
Anonymous, 1971
Sponaortd by UNITY
395-JSS2

The Longwood College Com
pany of Dancers will present
their fall studio concert on
Thursday and Friday evenings.
Nov. 21 and 22. at 7:30 In the
Dance Studio In Lancer Hall.
The performances are open to
everyone free of charge.
The program Includes a mod
em ballet by Betsy Gee and Lisa
Kesterson. a tap dance by
Kerensa Mohney. potnte ballet
by Alexandria Palamountlan.
and three modern dance pieces
by Ricky Parham. Fran Slebert.
and Michelle McKay.
The company also will perform "Space Weaving." choreographed by all of the dancers.
Other members of the Dance
Company are Shannon Brooks.
Krlstlna Burke. Cindy Butler,
and Abbey Impson. Dr. Nelson
Neal directs the group. Advanced
modern dance students Renee
Lewis and Stephanie Stevens
work and perform with the company.

The Longwood Company of Dancers prepares for its concert.

KAlt
By ELLEN DARDEN
Staff Writer
If you have a cummulative
GPA of 3.25. are an education
major or plan to teach any grade
level, then Kappa Delta PI is for
you! Kappa Delta Pi is an honor
society with undergraduate and
graduate school members. Their
advisor Is Dr. Betty Jo Simmons.
The organization strives to
recognize and promote excel
lence In the field of education.
There are four Ideals that the
members strive to abide by.
They consist of: service to
humanity helping people to get
the best education, servire to
science approach everything
with an open mind, service to
service- to give of yourself (time,
energy, etc.) and Toil- hard work
In putting forth your best effort
at all times.
The current officers of Kappa
Delta PI are: Resident Kimberly
Townsend. Vice President
Becky Meeks. Secretary- Jen
nlfer Johns. Treasurer Jaml
Llndahl, Program Chair- Jayne
Adair and Historian Tamml
Titcomb.
They also participate in pro
Jects and events on and off cam
pus. In past years, they have
worked with the Prince Edward
County Schools In going to the
schools to be teacher's aide-, is
well as participating in the
school's reading program by
having members go in and tell
stories to the classes.
On campus, Kappa Delta Pi
works with the Student Educa
tion Association on various pro
Jects. They also had a booth at
Oktoberfest and participated in
the Community of Civilities
Week last spring.
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By LINDA C. WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Who digs all year except In
hunting season?
In his search for truth. Dr.
James Jordan said archaeology
Is "the attempt to understand
how and why the human animal
has behaved both In the present
as well as In the past. We are on
the trail of people." Dr. Jordan
said.
This past summer two sites
studied In Buckingham County
were Morris Field, an old Indian
Camp, and the Mlllbrook
Plantation, home of Maria Epps
daughter of Thomas Jefferson.
Students dug cautiously to
preserve evidence with Mason's
Pointing Trowel, a thin flat
Instrument with a pointed end
similar to the smoothing shovel

a bricklayer uses. Using old
paint brushes, whisk brooms
and dental pics, they cleaned
any artifacts they found.
Once an artifact Is found It Is
catalogued. Students recorded
how deep It was In the ground,
how far It was located from other
objects and how far within the
digging area It was located.
Items found at Morris Site's
Indian Camp were pieces of pottery, spearheads, arrowheads,
flint, bones, and pieces of a large
vessel container that was believed to hold corn or other
grains. All tools and weapons
were made from raw materials
Indicating the Indians were primarily hunters and gatherers.
Charred pieces of glass from a
French wine bottle, evidence
supporting a fire, were discovered at Millbrook Plantation. The

remains of steps that once led to
the cookhouse were also found.
Dr. Jordan said "artifacts are the
pages of our book."
Dr. Jordan was unable to
pinpoint a most significant archaeological find but said "the
past Is alive not dead. It has
been right here with us a few
feet underground. The present Is
only a wink of time. What is
most Important Is our past."
The search for the past and
the desire to understand It. drive
archaeologists to keep digging.
They do not dig during hunting
season for a fear of being shot.
Archaeologists unveil the past to
understand prehistoric life.
"I still get an electric charge
everytlme I pick up an artifact
because I know man used It
thousands of years ago." said
Dr. Jordan.

Joan Mason

the first time I was involved with may be the reason for some poor
any student activity."
turnouts. "It seems like from the
On a whim. Joan decided to late 80s on. It has been hard
go out of state for graduate getting people to activities that
school. She attended Southern aren't big and splashy on the
IL University and majored In weekends or party nights. StuHigher Education. After work- dents don't realize that the
ing with the SGA at Slippery money for these activities comes
Rock. I realized that I enjoyed all from a student activity fee each
aspects of putting programs to- student pays."
gether. Everything from talking
Along with her other responto agents on the phone, working sibilities. Joan advises Alpha
with committees, working with Delta PI and Alpha Phi Omega.
the publicity, and putting a proJoan enjoys spending time
gram together. It was then that I with her husband Sam and her
decided that I wanted to do this two children Brlanna. seven
for a living.
years old and Sean, ten months.
The first program Joan orga"I take my family to a lot of the
nized In graduate school was a programs. We like to show Brllecture by George McGovern. "I anna the fun, positive activities
was really Impressed with Just in college. Hopefully that will
being able to meet someone like encourage her to excel In high
that. I still have a framed poster school and want to attend col
irtun the event In my office."
lege."
Joan's first Job was Assistant
Joan enjoys working In In
Director of Student Activities at mvllle. I like the smaller ram
the University of Kentucky. She pus because It Is easier to get to
held this position from June know the students. You see
1984 to August 1989 when she them over and over again. Also,
came to Longwood.
With the town being small, a lot
Joan has quite a few respon- of community members take
sibilities which fall under her ti- part In campus activities as well
tle. As director of Student Activ- as the people on campus
ities she works with over 100
student organizations on campus and helps these organizations with programming Ideas
and keeps records of the advlsor(s). She Is In charge of the
physical maintenance and upkeep of the Student Union,
which Is done by four staff
members. Joan also works with
the Student Union Board which
Is the major programming body
on campus.
Joan's favorite program Is
Inn DtltlCAi a comedian who
comes to I.ongwood once a year.
"I booked Tom the first time
when I was at Slippery Rock. I
know lilm somewhat personally
and he does such a great show."
i"n lit,,
The most popular activities
on this campus are comedians
and Movie Night. The average
turnout for a movie Is about
*
150. We get first rate movies.
ones which are popular with the
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LEGGIE BEAR$12
WITH A $50 PURCHASE

Ever Get A Pal
Smashed?
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students.'
The Student Union Board is
0 have alcohol at
any function and Joan feels this
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FREE GIFT WRAPPING!
HAVE YOUR LEGGETT PURCHASES WRAPPED FREE.
LEGGETT Of LONGWOOD VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER, FARMVILLE, VA
1843 OPEN MONDAY SATURDAY 10AM -9PM CLOSED SUNDAY
Use yojf Leggefl Charge. VISA MasterCard or American Eipress
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Students Fight Judicial
Boards For Their Rights
By AMY REYNOLDS
(el's) —The system slinks
That'* whui students on .i re
view board at the University of
Minnesota say of the school's
judicial system. They claim thai
the school sacrifices falrm

expediency. I

constltu

Uonal rights of due process by
giving one person the power of
prosecutor. Judge. Jury and ap
peals Judge, and Ignores tin
tltutional protection against
self incrtmlnatlon.
To me. (these violations)
sound like a good argument
i, mist having the university
handle anything that Isn'l
deiiiic." says Jack Steelier, an
economics graduate student
■' iving on (he committee.
Steelier Isn't alone in his
thinking. For years, students,
I.ii ulty. administrators and
other scholars have butted
heads on the issue of a
university's right and power to
prosecute criminal cases in the
campus courts.
Universities' "determination to
enforce this
rests on the
premise that colleges and uni
versltles have a Jurisdiction over
the lives of their students Ihat is
Independent of the law of the
land," wrlles John Rochi
former member of the Johnson
administration. In a recent art!
11- in National Review. The notion that an aggrieved person
believing him or herself the victim of a crime must keep the
matter In the family' is a Ju
risprudential absurdity."
Frequently on the opposite
side of that argument are cam
pus Judicial administrators.

Bracewell says Will the instl
tullon defei to the state || the
stale isn'l going to respond at
all'
Bracewell Bays schools need
to address i rlmlnal < omplalnts
in i .in « they affect the untvei
slty community In terms of
campus safety and victims'
rights to gei an education with
out Interfereni e from the people
who have committed criminal
acts against them.
Others disagree with the
( am pUS syslems ability to

handle criminal cases.
rhe goal ol the campus Judl
i ial system is
primarily to
protect the Interest ol students.
fhe (rlmlnal |ustlce system fo. on punishing offenders,'
(larol Bohmer, a sociology
professor at Cornell University
and a former attorney who is a
national expert on date rape.
She says that liei.mse sc hools
try to afford equal protection to
both the victim and the offender.
punishments often do not fit the
I Mines.

One problem in any discus
sion of how campus Judicial
systems should operate is the
fact that virtually no two sys
terns are the same.
You'll find that they are anything but uniform." says Randy
Bezanson, dean of the Washington and I-ee School of Law and a
national expert on constitutional
law. The larger universities
have more elaborate processes.
The smaller liberal arts schools
are less elaborate and their
systems are more widely varying
because the whole process
reflects traditions."
The systems that contrast
most
harshly are public and
William liracewell. the former
president of the Association for private, because public instituStudent Judicial Affairs and the tions must adhere to state and
current head of the Office of federal laws.
In September. Liberty UniJudicial Programs at the Unlversity
expelled three seniors for
ven iiy of Georgia, says universities Justifiably have separate worshiping at the United
Pentecostal Church, a violation
Jursldictlon.
of a school policy. Although the
Bach one of those Jurisdictions has a different interest to school held a hearing on the
matter and granted the students
protect." Bracewell says. Bach
school, like each city and state, appeals based on the school's
"has a set of regulations that are rules, the students' First
right lot that campus, that are Amendment freedom of religion
rights were Ignored.
right ini thai community."
Because Liberty Is a private
Bracewell points to the Issue
ill date rape as an example of school, it is not bound by the
why campuses need to address Constitution, so the freedom of
criminal i barges In their judu lal religion element of the case
Wasn't relevant.
systems
But, In Minnesota's case, the
"If you talk to women, they
allegations against the systems.
don't want those men on cam
Including a lack of a student ■
pus Wh.tl ll the woman has a
Fifth and 14th Amendment
class with the man who ,r.
rights to clue process — the right
-..iiiltrd her? In some stales, the
law doesn't even Include dale to trial by an impartial Judge
rape as a criminal offense, and Jury, for example — are

worthy of Investigation because
the school Is bound by the Con
"The Constitution has a spei lal bearing because we are a
public university." Steelier says.
The Minnesota students say
that the school's director of the
OfTice of Judicial Affairs. Betty
llackett. has unilateral power
over a student's fate.
"Say you get a letter accusing
you of a crime." Stecher says.
You go see a counselor, who is
Betty Hackett. You talk to her
and she makes a recommendation. She then becomes the
prosecutor of your case, which
goes into a closed door hearing.
She is not obligated to tell you
during counseling that she will
be prosecuting you."
Currently, the committee re
viewing the Judicial system Is
writing two proposals for
Changing the system — one
submitted by the students and
faculty members, the other from
the administration's members.
The privacy of campus Judicial hearings is at issue at the
University of Georgia. A student
newspaper editor has filed a
complaint in Fulton County
court against the university,
saying two incidents in which
the school denied the newspaper
access to hearings violated their
First Amendment rights and the
state's open records laws.
Red and Black editor Jennifer
Squillante says the two hearings
involved charges of hazing and
underage drinking against two
fraternities.
"Our contention is that edu
cational records are not brought
into play." Squillante says.
"We're starting with (these cases)
because It's the most obvious.
They don't have a leg to stand on
as far as the Buckley Amend
merit goes."
The Buckley Amendment re
quires universities to keep student educational records private.

I don't think the reach of the
Buckley Amendment has been
resolved." Bezanson says.
"Clearly, there's a conflict In
some cases to the press' right for
publication against the individual's right to privacy and the institution's right to maintain that
privacy."
The people who will decide
the outcome of these cases and
subsequently will help define the
scope of power in the campus
judicial systems are civil court
Judges.
In the past, they have agreed
with most scholars and students
who believe that the university
Judicial system is well equipped
to handle questions of academic
misconduct and that a university has the right to do so.
But, In regard to the question
of Jurisdiction over criminal
offenses and the guarantee of
constitutional rights, Bezanson
\s a general rule, the college systems have been found to
August, most of the equipment be consistent and the courts
did not anlve until late in the tend to defer to the peculiar
summer or e.uiy fail.
needs of the universities and
To be fair to the students, the what is beat suited for them."
Psychology Department agreed
to wave the lab fees for the
spring 1992 semester. Gradual
Ing students or those who took
Continued from Page 1)
the class as an elective will not
Hon.
benefit from this, but on the
•A small Litiini newspaper at
most part, the waiver will bal
the
University of Texas was re
ance things out
strtcted
by administrators to cirDuring an Interview. Dr.
culation only In the communicaSmith, head of the Psychology
tions building.
department, claimed that the
•An editor at Long Island
department is very happy '°
University's
paper. The Seawan
have the lab. It provides more
\\aka.
was
arrested
and had film
opportunities to the students
from his camera exposed after
In addition to the lab work,
he took pictures during a speech
the Psychology Lab will provide
by controversial City College
the I.ii limes i,,i students who
professor Michael Levin that
plan to do Independent reended
In a scuffle between
Search. With regards to the pay
protestors
and the police.
chotogy department, Di Wacker
•This
year,
at the University
staled that weve had e\iclient
of
Illinois
at
Chicago,
the dally
sin ress in getting students into
newspaper.
The
Chicago
Flame,
graduate schools in the past,
reported on Oct. 29 that the
but this (the lab) win augment
university student government
the credentials of those who
had announced a policy against
plan to go to graduate school for
taking photographs at meetings
experimental psychology.
The
paper Ignored the policy - at
As of this point, the psychol
the next meeting a photographer
ogy department has received
took pictures.
$336,000 of the $750,000. They
The action prompted the diare waiting on a decision from
rector
of campus unions to
the Oeneral Assembly to see
threaten his and his editor's arwhether or not they will receive
rests.
the remainder ol the hi:

New Psychology Lab
Opened
By CAROL CAMPO
Staff Reporter
Has anyone taken the time to
notice the new Psychology Lib
located next to Wynne? If you
haven 1. a lot has been going on
l"oi v.us, Uingwood has Ix-en
trying to Improve and expand Its
Psychology Department. With
the financial support from the
State of Virginia Equipment
Trust Fund, this has been made
possible

1 very year, the State of Virginia Equipment Trust Fund
sends funds to Virginias stats
supported colleges and unlver
slttes. Each year, they contribute
the money toward a specific
ai ea Three years ago the funds
went toward computers, the fol
lowing year. Natural Silences
and this .year the focus Is on
olog) and the Fine Ails

(music, theatre, art and dance]
The Psychology department
was approved bl $750,000 and
has received half of it this yeai
With the money they have re
ceived. the department ordered
top-of-the-llne experimental
equipment and computers.
Hils semester, many students
are frustrated with the I'syi hoi
ogy Department because they
had to pay a lab fee and the labs
were not completely functional
Although the department had
hoped Ifl have the labs set up by
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Pictured above are seniors Shawn Smith (captain) and
Jeff Firman (co-captain). Other members of the team are
Abby Brandt, Missy Crouch, Tiffany Hancock, Alicia Hewitt.
Kathleen Jodin. Llbby Marsh, Maria Pierson, Nancy Pillow,
Robert Tops. Terlce Watkins. Bonnie Wood. Darrell Richard,
and Jennifer Thompkins. Not available for the picture was
Randy Isner.
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Lancer Cheerleaders FiredUp For Season Opener
The Longwood Lancer Cheerleaders will open their 1991-92
season with this weekend's Par
Bll's Tip-off Men's Basketball
Tournament. The team, consisting of ten women and five
men. will be on the sideline
cheering and also performing

during halftime for this weekend's season opener, as well as
all home games for men's basketball and some away games.
They are advised by Kay Springfield of the Department of En
gllsh. philosophy and Modern
Languages.

The Lancer Cheerleaders look
forward to the 1991-92 season
and hope everyone will Join
them in promoting spirit and
supporting the Longwood men's
Basketball Team. GO LANCERS!!
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Grainger Building

Reopening
Scheduled
By AMY THOMAS
News Staff
Grainger, the building that
has been closed since June
1990 due to lack of funding for
repairs. Is scheduled to reopen.
The building was closed In
1990 after the budget for repairs
was cut following the replacement of the windows and the
removal of asbestos.

A new renovation contract
now exists, and work was begun
after Labor Day. Work is scheduled to be completed In August
1992. The building should be
open for classes next year. The
Interior of the building will be
redone, and elevators and hand
lcapped ramps will be added.
Offices for the English. Phlloso
phy. and Modern Languages and

Mathematics faculty will also be
housed in Grainger.
Because construction costs
are much lower than they were
before, money will be left over to
purchase new furniture and
bookshelves for the building. An
office furniture company was
called in to see exactly what was
needed, with a certain look in
mind for the over one-hundred
year old building.
Dr. Martha Cook of the En
gllsh Department says. "I think
we're going to try to have an
overall look to the building." Dr.
Cook would like to see a traditional look Implemented in the
Interior, due to the building's
rich history.
The renovation Is a state project. Longwood took advantage
of an opportunity to receive
money from the lottery, which
had previously been cut by the
budget crunch. This enables the
project to be completed much
sooner than planned. Both the
faculty and students of the affected departments eagerly await
August 1992.

3h Siah'j^dtewtive
COLD SUBS

HONIT WHliT Off
imiAH 1*140

BMT (ham, genoa salami, pepperoni, bologna)
SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef, turkey, ham)
SPICY ITALIAN (genoa salami, pepperoni)
COLD CUT COMBO (ham salami, bologna ■ all turkey based)
BBQ CHICKEN
TUNA
SEAFOOD & CRAB
BBQ PORK
HAM & CHEESE
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY BREAST
TURKEY & BACON DELUXE
VEGGIE

1.00
2.99
2.99
2.79
1.89
3.29
2.79
3.49
2.79
2.89
2.89
2.89
3.29
1.89

2.00
4.29
4.49
3.89
3.29
4.89
4.29
4.99
4.29
4.29
4.29
4.29
4.89
2.99

HOMY ajMir Off
It All AN Ml AD

MEATBALL
(Limited Time
STEAK & CHEESE (100% sirloin)
PIZZA SUB
RIB-B-Q (Our recommended choice)
Add Bacon...

Special 6"

I

OR $1.00

OFF
ANY FOOTLONG SUB
Good at
participating stores.

jsrasaj
I unit une coupon per cwiluincr pet tail. I
Not valid wiht utiicf coupufiB aidiscounu. _

Expires 12/31/91
$1.69

1.99
3.09
2.99
3.39
.50

3.49
4.59
4.29
5.69
1.00

Piihle*
Frne* fivin'c cheeft *0niom§ • lettuie • Tomatoes • Puk
if CV rlAf If 5 Green Pepper t • Olives • Sail • Pepper • Oil
Plut On Rtquetl

500 OFF
ANY 6" SUB

For TWICE the meat, just say "Super" ...add ...

HOT SUBS

^COTIPON^

Muitord • Mayonnaise • Hot Peppers • Vineat

308 S. MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE, VA.
PHONE 392-8868
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Farmville & Longwood Police Link
Arms to Solve Incidents

ANNA VAUGHAN and JAYNE ADAIR

Students to Teach in
Foreign Country
By CAROL CAMPO
Features Staff
Have you ever considered
student teaching In a foreign
country?
For seniors Jayne Adalr and
Anna
Vaughan.
these
considerations have become a
reality.
Longwood Is trying to follow
their International Theme of
"Opening Doors to the World" by
expanding their student teach
lng program abroad.
With the help and guidance of
Dr. Jessie Dillon. Jayne and
Anna will be student teaching In
Heidelberg. Germany for nine
weeks (February 10-April 25).
They will be residing at a host
family's guest quarters on a
military base which is made
possible by the Department of
Defense.
In an Interview with Jayne
and Anna, they were asked whal
they hope (o gain through this

experience. Anna, being a his
tory major, stated. "I can see the
world from a different perspective and visit the places I've only
read about In my textbooks".
Jayne. who plans to be an elementary school teacher expressed that she wants to "bring
all sorts of experiences Into the
classroom and make them real
to my students."
While living In Germany, the
women plan to visit Switzerland.
Austria. Italy and France.
Upon their return, Jayne and
Anna plan to share their experiences through videotapes,
slides, and lectures. They are
hoping to get funds from the
Opening Doors to the World
Grant Program" to make such a
presentation possible.
In her closing statement.
Jayne stated. The doors are
open, people Just need to walk
through them."

Interest in Forming
New Fraternity
Arises
By JOE HARPER
News Staff
Longwood has five recognized
fraternities, but that number
could change to six. According
to Bobby Williams, president.
IFC. over 40 men In the last year
have approached the Greek Af
fairs Office and expressed Interest in forming a new fraternity.
This Issue emerged In IFC
meetings more than once, hence
a committee was created to ex
plore the possibility of expansion. This Expansion Committee
Is chaired by Bobby Williams.
and Is composed of Steven
Dealph. Greek Affairs Advisor;
Sue Saunders. Dean of
Students; one representative
from each fraternity; and one
representative from Pan Hellenic
Council.
The first meeting was held on

the 13 of November. Wednesday.
At this meeting. It was decided
to mail about 15 letters to
National Fraternities. These
letters stated Longwood's
interest in expansion of Greek
Life, as well as the history and
status of our system.
In order for a fraternity to
form a colony, the members
must petition the IFC in order to
be recognized and to Join the
council. The colony must meet
constitutional (IFC's) require
ments before it will be accepted,
said Williams.
In order for a colony to successfully petition IFC. a threefourths majority must be won.
Williams also expressed the fact
that the expansion process take
time, and that it will be a while
before we start seeing any new
social Greek letters on campus.

clam
"I wish they would speed up
registration."
TRAVIS-telephone registration
and voice Information system is
a new process avallabk
easier and quicker registration,
and will be available to most
students during registration
next semestei
Jon Erikson and Rote Hurley
In Telecommunications said
Longwood,students "always have
the opportunity to register in the
traditional way. but TRAVIS
more convenient method."
Mr. Erikson said the regie
tration "appointment times will
stay for the Immediate future.
TRAVIS is a trial program
I
Mrs. Hurley.
TRAVIS

is "voice menu di I

computerized method to
register" said Mrs. Hurley. All a
student
needs
is
an

"authorization code, soi lal
rlty number, course numbers
and a telephone" to use th<
tern stated Mrs. Hurley. Dl

charged with armed robbery.
The three weapons consisted of
two .32 automatics and one .22
revolver.
"Goes to show the cooperation
between the two departments Is
working. Officer Thornton was
professional and did an excellent
Job." commented Officer Griles.
The town of Farmville is
working to resolve the assaults
that have been happening on
campus. Their concern stems
from the fact that slmlllar at
tacks have been reported In
town.
Apart from the four assaults.
there are two more current incidences dealt with by the police
forces.
A larceny occurred with a vehicle parked behind Bedford. A
window was broken and a stereo
was stolen from it. Another vehicle was smashed on the
driver's side by a student. This
Individual will most likely be
charged with reckless driving.
There are numerous ways the
Campus Police are In the
process of alleviating these
potential problems. They have
brought people In to look at
pictures of Individuals believed
to be suspects.
They have Indirectly developed five suspects In the as

saults. One suspect Is believed
to have been a victim In a
shooting In town.
Lighting Is being Improved
throughout the grounds and
around dorms. They have had
requests to look at the sidewalk
behind Jarman. This funding
may be assisted by some groups
on campus.
Self defense classes are being
conducted by Officer Finch. Any
group that is Interested In this
service can contact the Campus
Police office.
Chief Huskey considers the
Escort Service a big help. They
usually start operation at 7 p.m.
every night. There have been
complaints about their lack of
publicity. They encourage the
help of anyone that wants to
make signs.
They will give escorts to
males, as well as. females.
Since, out of all the victims in
the assaults, only one was
female.
Priorities are given to Incoming calls, ranging from medical
needs, fights, or escorts. Thus,
those of least Importance may
experience a wait period.
The cops riding the bicycles
have been suspended to next
semester due to the cold
weather. "While we did have It.

the officers enjoyed It. You're
going to see a lot of It this
spring." said Chief Huskey.
There are extra officers staffed
on weekends. Normally, there
are two officers on duty, which
lias been extended to three and
as many as five
Chief Huskey attended a
meeting of the Residence Life
Work Group to answer their
questions. These questions con
( erned the lighting around cam
pus. dispatching, the Escort
Service, and vandalism.
If anyone has any suggestions
in improving the security and
lighting on campus. Chief
Huskey and Sgt. Rhodes would
be willing to hear them.
The security doors on campus
are not working properly. This
has been brought to Phyllis
M.ible's and Dave Rettlg's attention.
"Good system. Idea behind it
is great — get the locks working.
It will be useful." commented
Chief Huskey.
Greater effort Is being exerted
by the police forces. Through the
linking together of the different
systems within the two depart
ments, Ixmgwood can become a
safer place.

Residence Hall Association
Dedicated to Improving
Campus Life
By SHERRY GATEWOOD
Residence hall life Is an Important Issue for students who
live on campus. The Residence
Hall Association, or RHA, is
dedicated to improving the quality of life on Longwood's campus.
The organization was founded
two years ago by a group of
students who wanted to improve
conditions for students living on
campus. The Residence Hall
Association Is composed of the
organization's officers and
representatives from each Hall
Council. It does not take the
place of each residence hall's
council, but acts as a buildingunifying body which contributes
to activities. Also in the meetings
are the advisors. Aaron Stanley.
The Residence Education
Coordinator in Curry and Lynnette Jennings of the Housing
Office.
RHA's goals are to unite the

individual hall councils, to provide information about campus
Issues, and to act as a link between the students and administration. "I really feel the administration needs a bridge with
the students...so they will be
more aware of what's going on in
the residence hall." says Scott
Strader. the current RHA president.
In order to reinforce this
communication, the organization's president meets regularly
with the Dean of Students, Sue
Saunders; and the vice-president meets with David Rettlg.
Director of Housing. Strader
adds that this has been very
effective"
with
the
administration, but that student
apathy Is a more difficult issue.
RHA works closely with each
Residence Hall Council to develop programs and resolve
problems In the buildings. Some

Play Heightens
Disability Awareness

By ANN RENEE HEIM
Assistant Features Editor
On Monday, November 25.
the Learning Center will present
A Horse of A Different Color written by Jane E. Jarrow. in the
Rotunda at 6:30 p.m. for the
student body.
1991 Is officially the Year of
Disability Awareness in the
United States. A Horse oJA Dif
Jerent Color Introduces five disabled characters, all of which
James Cross Vice President of remain unnamed throughout
Research and Information Sys- the production. In the play, the
tems said "students will be billed physically challenged commu
nlcate their disabilities, aca $5.00 fee for phone registi.i
tlon on his telecommunications knowledging the lack of under
bill." A student pays the fee standing that the nondlsabled
only if he registered successfully have.
Directing this production Is
for al least one course." said Dr.
senior
David Nelson Richards
Cross.
who
feels
obligated to direct
"If a student does not have an
authorization c<xle come get one such a production because, as a
from Telecommunications' said dyslexic he has often been vicMis Hurley
The only students who may
not use TRAVIS are those with a
Stop Code or "first semester

Phone Registration
Unveiled
By LINDA CAROLE WRIGHT
Features Staff
'What time do you have?
"1:25."
"Gnat. I have to l>e in class in
five minutes, look al this line."
"Really? 1 am CUttlag one
right now to try and get all my

By TRACI HASSELL
News Staff
There Is a strong connection
between the Farmville police
force and Longwood's campus
police.
The most recent Incident occurred at 10:30 p.m. last week.
A call came In to Farmville alerting them of an armed robbery
that took place at Fas Mart on
Third Street.
An undisclosed amount was
retrieved by the three perpetrators. The closest estimate Is
around $60.
Farmville gave the description
to Campus Police as one white
male and two black males.
Officer Thornton spotted a vehl
cle that fit the description and
followed it up to High Street and
First Avenue.
The male In the back seat had
a gun laying beside him. They
were all ordered to place their
hands in front of them, and Officer Thornton contacted Farmville police.
Since there was constant
communication between the two
forces, Farmville arrived immediately.
Officer Griles of Farmville
police took the three males into
custody, who reside within the
county. All three males were

timized by the lnsensltivity and
Impatience of those who cannot
understand his feelings, or the
frustration, often caused by his
condition.
Richards cast the show him
self. The characters Include a
paraplegic, played by senior Rick
Codding: a cancer patient,
played by Junior Cheryl Barakey;
a deaf woman, played by Junior
Ann Renee Helm; a dyslexic,
portrayed by senior Andrew
Wheeler, and freshman J. J.
Wlese will play a character very
familiar to him. that of a blind
young man. Wlese Is legally
blind.
The characters remain unnamed because disability
happen to anyone — nature Is
unprejudiced. A Horse of A Dif
Jerent Color runs about 20 minutes and all students are
encouraged to altend.

proposed programs this year will
deal with gender roles, racial
Identity, and vandalism. The
group also hopes to extend
Curry Hall Beautlflcatlon. an
attempt to Instill building pride
In its residents. Into a campus
wide contest where the residence
halls compete against each
other.
RHA officers are elected at
large by the student body each
year. The president Is elected In
December and all other post
tlons are on the spring semester
Student Government Association
ballot. The president also acts as
a member of the Student
Government Association's senate. Residence Hall Association
meetings are held on Wednesday
nights at 9 p.m. on Conference
Room 3 In the Lankford Student
Union. Students are Invited to
attend.

PARTY

M

Fraternities,
Sorority
Investigated
for Hiring
Strippers
CHARLOTTESVILLE. Va.
(CI'S) - Officials at the University of Virginia have put one
fraternity on probation and are
Investigating another fraternity
and a sororiiy In three Incidents
that Involved male and female
strippers.
The student newspaper. The
Cavalier Dally, reported thai Phi
Kappa Sigma fraternity was
placed on probation for hiring
two female Strippers who per
formed homosexual acts at a
rush parly.
The two other Investigations
involve the hiring of strippers for
entertainment by a different
fraternity and a sorority's hiring
of a male dancer.
In a letter to students pub
llshed in the newspaper, presldent Robert Canevarl wrote.
"Even when legal, a striptease
performance may be offensive for
the attitudes it conveys to the
university community al large."

PERINI PIZZA
•Subs
sTacos
• Pizza
• Pasta
•Salads .|ce Cream

^ray Eppes -LIVE^
Every Wednesday
LIVE BAND-SAT. 23
Southwind
8:30pm 12am
ABC-ON

.

— FREE —
PREGNANCY TEST
116 N Main Si
Mun. 9ain I|HII
I a l h 2pm 6pm
All sii \uis ionfidenli.il.
Same da) results.

S0UTHSIDE PREGNANCY
CENTER
24-HOUR HOTLINE
392-8483

Virginia Shoe Factory Outlet

transfers oi freshmen according
to Mi Erikson
TRAVIS may be used anytime
"Monday through Friday 1 a.m.
Until 8 p.m. and all day on Saturday or Sunday during normal

registration time by tailing 395
232d . said Mi Erikson.
Registration will still loilow
order and students ,ur

not
restricted to the
appointment lime but to tindate stated Mi. Erikson.
Mrs. Hurley said TRAVIS is
not |usl for registration .my
student who has applied for financial aid will be able to chd k
on the status of the al
TRAVIS all
I lenls to
call from home (long distant e]
and avoid long Waiting lines .
said Mis Hurley.

Discounted Shoes $29.95

*CHRISTMAS SALE*

New line of Bucks available!
Buffalo Creek Leather Boots
(custom designed for J. Crew and Polo)

•Complete Line of New Balance
sport shoes

\There's Something New... At VA. SHOE
228 Main Street

COMICS
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NO EXIT by Erik Andresen
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PERSONALS

SERVICES OFFERED
Word Processing. Term Papers, Thesises. Transcriptions
and Resumes typed for you. Call
Devyn 561-31241

The brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity - Good luck with
the step show!! I'm sure you'll do
great!! — Donnie

FOR SALE

Sara - I'm sorry! - A Friend.

SCUBA EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Brand new B.C.. weight belt
with weights, men's. Hardly
been used. For all - $150 firm!
For Info contact Keith Johnson at 223 4285 or leave mes
ssage. Will meet with you If necessary.

A. U.S. Members — Have a
great Thanksgiving and don't eat
too much!! — Donnie
AZ Pledges - Good luck this
week during your LampllghUngs.
I will miss not having my eight
baby Delta Zeta's anymore. I
know that you guys are going to
make wonderful sisters. - Love
Mom.

NOTICES
A.B.S. will be selling Gobblergrains for Thanksgiving on Sat..
Nov. 23rd - Mon.. Nov. 25th In
the New Smoker. The price Is $1
and Includes the "Gobblergram"
and small pieces of candy. So
send your favorite Jive turkey
one!!!

LLT — Hoping you do well on
upcoming exams. My mind and
heart are with you. and I'll be
there for you always. My love —
Q

LANCERS are #1
Wednesday. Nov. 20 - Saturday. Nov. 23 8:00 p.m. PICNIC
by William Inge.
Chill and Woo Woo — ConPu-sented by the Longwood tra! illations on becoming memPlayers and directed by Pamela bers of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Arkin. Watch for your favorite Sorority! I am very proud of you!!
actors and actresses:
- D-Nice
Walter Alford. Jessica Billones. Cindy Callahan. Terrl
Men's Basketball: Good luck
Cooper. Kim Graves. Michelle this weekend at the Par Bll's
Neubeckes. Wendy Ragland. Tip-off Tournament and with the
1 )..vkl Richards. Laura Sergeant, upcoming season. We're with
Joseph Servts, J.J. Welse.
you all the way!
Attention! Hie Longwood Col
lege Escort Service is now in
opei ntlonl Be Mfe, call i ampua
police lot your student eacorti
A li.S. is sponsoring a Talent
Showcase on Dec. 3rd In Qte

Lancet Cafe at 8 p.m. There I I
13 entry fee. The entry fee and
application*, must be returned
by Nov. 22nd. For more information, contact Donnle at
01 CandlCC at 3774. Prizes will
be awarded to the best 3 at tall
Everyone
Is
urged
to
participate!!

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FALL SEMESTER 1991
Students "iavm« three eiammjuons on one Jav My Lifel one oi the examinations Junnt, a
Kheduied rnakeup period The itutnictor worm out the arrangements with ;rie iiudent

READING DAY

SATURDAY, DECEMBER
2-Sp.

EXAM DAY DATE 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

M/V F
II 30

ENGLISH 051, 100
101, CONFLICT.
OR MAKEUP

MONDAY,
DECEMBER 9

-10 p.m.

ACROSS
Tls»ne
Trlmmad
Flower holder
Border In
heraldry
River to the
Rhone
Epithet ot
Athena
Folklore
creatures
Acquiesced
Restive
Aquatic bird
Begone1
Strengthened
seam
Stain
Card game
Woman
counselor
Lamb
— rule
(usually)
Mythological
creatures
Acquire
Solar deity
"—of Wrath"
Fr. seasons
Camelot
character
Uncommon
Ireland
Piedmont city
Home ot St.
Francis
Idle
Wraiths
Damage
Members ot the
hawk family
Not so much
Church desk
Tale
Consumed

1

:

■1

'

13

17

4
15

Til
J 30

M'Vf F
9:50

M.-XF1-30
TH Claim
•tin tun time
7 30 p m of later h

Tuewliv Evemnt

•WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 11

WW F
1:30

T7R
ii::o

IMMI

'M/W Claim
•ruh iun times rxrwrvn
5 X>4 * 10 p si. 1

THURSDAY,
DECEMBER 12

FRIDAY.
DECEMBER 13

T/R
2:30

OTF
10:30

MTF
12:30

TR
9:55

WV F 2:30
TH Claim
*rn it*n unn rsrrwwft
5 30 4 "30 ? m fc
Thund*'!' Ertfun.1 d*i*^

WWF >:3C
AND CONFLICT
OR MAKEUP

MJ Later ... CMC

?4

7i

34

33

35

Lancer Cheerleaders: Good
luck with your first game of the
season. You are all doing a wonderful job and I appreciate your
dedication and hard work. Keep
it up. Remember. '91 is our year!
Kay

November 20

November 21

Rotunda si.ill Mecliiii:
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Interested in working come
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Conl Rm I

Secretary of Education
Dyke: Open to all! B Warn
Gold Room
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i earning Center Conference
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i nanksgiving Dmner
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Turk title
Pillowcase
Service tree
Division word
Notion
Garment
Being: Lat.
River Island

50 Reasons To Be Thankful:
(lick your own order)
— By Lniira? Miftrs
lOOl plumbing

wnmon sense
28.
29.
30.
31.

money (when we have It)
modern technolgy
dn
medical insurance
■ rlocka
:IJ the (all of the New Kids
34. books
35. hug! and klM€»

4. shcllir
5. heal
■lies

9. your heatth
10. sanity

Ptoa

ii education
112 the Earth
13. Spring
114, Summer
15. Autumn
16. Winlei
117. h
18. musk- and awl

(7 l.unlly

:i8 talent
emonea
40 ' hot ol.ile

41 electricity

In the Soviet Union

42. laughter
43 Kara
44 financial aid

.20. diversity

clolll

46.
47.
48
49.
50

I 23. Mldol
24. 111.
25 friends

miiil in your box
democracy
weekends
youth (In body or spirit)
lit.

Everyday Is Thanksgiving!

Amurlcaii R«»d Cnnui

KVOiL>

Thursday

J.irm.in

1?

16

+

Johnall and Cassie, (my huddles)
I hope I his weekend is
all dial you want It to be! Do
good - I'll be cheering for you1! II
not I'll dls you (just Joking)
Love va tons'! 1) Nice

Wednesday

Management Strategies.
7:00pm Learning Ceniei
Conference Room.
Play: Pit ■
0pm

11

■

H"

'ai. I
22. peta

GIVE
ANOTHER CHANCE.
GIVE BLOOD.

10

?1

7 the BfUofRlghU
K ahoea

TR 3:55

I

H

l Qod
2. food
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 10

1
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'

<
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tie i

1H£XP£NSN£

C°MSTRUCT«0N SET
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BUGS BUNf«
IMPERSONATOR
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Campus Calendar
Workshop I Uffl

i

5

11

9 Gentlemen's
gentlemen
49
10 Edison's
50
middle name
52
11 Notices
55
12 Facile
14 Tragedy by
58
Sophocles
62
18 Daughter of
64
Cadmus
65
19 Alfonso's queen
23 Auctioneer's
66
call
67
24 Slab
25 Heron's cousin
68
26 Philippine
69
Island
DOWN
28 Finnish coin
1 Roman garment 30 Or. latter
31 Son of Jacob
2 Cupid
32 Demi—
3 Vestments
34 Mountain In
4 Piebald
5 Balance sheet
Crete
35 Footnote
items
Indicators
6 Peruse
37 Seaport in Scot
7 Sea eagle
8 Subtracting
40 Top grade

M.V F 1:30
inn
arttti tian :im«
7 30 oc strr Sr
^orwia* £*ernnf Claim

By Kathryn Righter

Friday
November 22

Saturday
November 23

Movies: Home Alone 9:00
pm Gold Room

Men's Basketball
i ournament: 7:(X) and
m I ancerHall
Intramuralsi W eekend
Walleyball.

Play: /'. «i II OOamand
S 00pm J.irm.in
Men's Basketball: ParBil's
1 jp ( 'II 1.HUM.Illl.'1

and 9:00pm I ancei Hall

Play: Pi
Jaiinan

0pm

Sunday
November 24

Information on events should
be submitted to the Student
Union Office in Lankford by
the Friday preceding the
appropriate issue of the
paper.

Monday
November 25

Tuesday
November 26

Commuter Student
Association Meeting
4:30pm Conference Room I,
I ankl
Women's Basketball:
Pfeiffer College. 5:15pm
Lancer Hall
si, \ Meeting 6:00pm
Conference Room I,

HOLIDAY BREAK
BEGINS AFTER
< l ASSES!!

Lank I

Concert Hand Conci 11
8:00pm Jarman
Movies: Home Alone '
pm Gold Room
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CRAMMING FOR EXAMS?

Delivery arias limited to ensure safe driving. ©1989 Domino's Pizza. Inc

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA:
Call Us! 392-1820

OPEN
UNTIL
3:00 AM
DURING
EXAMS!

Hours: 11:00 am - 3:00am

Dec. 2 - Dec. 13

DORM WARS
Which ever floor on Longwood's
campus buys the most pizzas from
the Farmville Domino's Pizza store
during the week of 12/2 - 12/8
wins a 25 - 50 pizza party at
a time of their choosing. See
your RA for details and couponsl

SPORTS

Pages
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Lancers Open Season Friday
In Par-Bil's Tourney
l he curtain rises for the
longwood men's basketball
team Friday night when the
Lancers host the ninth Par-Bit's
Up off Tournament In Lancer
Hall
Longwood makes Its 1991 92
debut under second year coach
Ron Carr with a 7:00 contest
against West Liberty. South
Una i irtanburg. the pre
tournament favorite, and Ersk
Ine College square off at 9:00.
Winners will meet Saturday
night at 9:00 for the chanipl
nsliip while the losers play at
7:00.
Longwood has won three of
I he last five tournaments and
three of eight overall. LenolrRhyne won last year, handing
the I-ancers a 64-55 loss In the
title game. Par Ull's Food Store
of Farmvllle Is sponsoring the
tip off tournament for the ninth
i onsecuUve year.

USCS Favored To Win
South Carolina Spartanburg.
26-3 last season, returns twotime All-American Ulysses
Hacked. The Rifles have been
ranked 10th In a preseason
Division II poll which appeared
recently In Basketball Times.
Both Erskine. 14 15 a year ago.
and West Liberty. 3 23 last
season, have all five starters
returning.
Longwood. with two starters
and four squad members back
from an 11-17. opens the season
with many new faces. Coach
Carr feels his team has the abll
Ity to Improve on last season's
46.1 percent shooting from the
floor.
"We've got more people who
can shoot the ball than last
year." says Carr. "I've been
pleased with our teamwork, but
I'm a little concerned overall

Letter from the
Sports Editor
By CHARLIE E. FULTZ
Sports Editor
There comes a time In everyone's life when they must say
goodbye to someone or something. Well, my time has come to
say farewell to The Rotunda
newspaper. Because I will be
student teaching next semester I
will no longer be able to fulfill
the sports editor's shoes (I think
I Just heard some administrators
stand up and holler "Hooray). It
Is also time for me to thank the
people responsible for helping
me in my 2 1 /2 years as editor.
First of all I have to thank
Hoke Currle. Greg Prouty and all
of the people at the Sports Inhumation Desk for all the hard
work they have put In getting
UM sporting Information to me. 1
really appreciate everything you
all (Southern dialect) have done
for the paper. The sports page
wouldn't have happened without
your help.
Secondly, 1 would like to
thank Sandra. Betty, and every
one else at The Farmvllle Herald
loi their work In making the pa
per a success. Sandra and her
quick typing skills were there
when I needed something or
when I needed a quick personal
(LMI). Betty, you helped me
every time I needed headlines,
and you both put up with so
much of my bull. And the rest of

the Herald staff for making my
Job a whole lot easier. Your help
has been greatly appreciated.
Bruce Gantt. If you are still in
this world somewhere, thanks
for getting that snot nosed
sophomore headed In the right
direction two and a half years
ago. Without your guidance I
would have been completely lost.
(Monica G., I am not forgetting
you either. OK?) And to Brad
Owen, thanks for standing by
me when the going got a little
rough this semester (you know
what I am referring to here).
Thank you Paul. Gene. Eric
and Bruce for being the best you
can be: your music is always an
inspiration.
I know I am going to get some
response as I thank Tom
Fletcher. Buddy Bolding. and
Don Stuart for their concerns
this past semester on a partlcu
lar article I wrote. I thank you
for keeping my life on the edge,
and 1 really did enjoy those
weeks In question. On the same
note, thanks to all of the faculty,
staff, administration who stood
behind me during those H«#L
weeks!! Without the support
from you all (darn Southern dialect again). I would have been
In dire straits (money alnt' for
nothing...). Finally. I thank The
Rotunda for helping me learn
that eveyone has a voice to be

with our defense. We've had a lot
of breakdowns and mental
lapses that have been hurting us
In practice."
Carr says returning starters
Joe Lowe and Bryan Weaver .
plus Junior college transfer Jock
Burns will be on the floor when
the Lancers open the season.
He'll choose the other two
starters from a group which Includes Junior Chuck Laster.
sophomore Charles Brown and
freshmen J. B. Neill and Matt
Watklns.
Lowe, a 6-2 senior point
guard, averaged 9.2 points and
5.0 assists last season. Weaver,
the team captain, is a 6 6 forward who had averages of 6.6
points and a 5.8 rebounds. The
6-5. 240-pound Burns, was a
starter for NJCAA II National
Champion Danville Area Community College last season.

Among the top reserves will
be Junior Keith Crabtree and
sophomores Michael Druitt and
Adam Huffman. Other Lancers
include freshmen Jimmy Spicer
and Tony Wools and sophomores Buddy Whltehurst and
Adrian Holland. Holland plans to
red-shirt this season.
Carr says the early part of the
season will be a real test for his
ball club.
"With our season opener Frl
day night and a game against
either Erskine or Spartanburg
Saturday night we have a tough
opening weekend." said Carr.
Then we face Francis-Marlon in
the opening round of the LenoirRhyne tournament and travel to
East Carolina the following
Monday.
"If we can survive that stretch
and another one after the
Christmas break, we should be
okay."

Wrestlers Subdue
Newport News
Apprentice
By GREG PROUTY
Longwood College's wrestling
team opened its home schedule
on a positive note last Wednesday night defeating Newport
News Apprentice 32-8 in a dual
match In Lancer Hall. The
Lancers moved their record to 1
0. while Newport News Apprentice dropped to 11 on the season.
Gaining wins for Longwood
were freshman Nate Brown, a
14-10 decision over Jimmy Hall
at 118: senior Kevin Haller. 6-4
over Jammie Devanny at 134;
freshman Joe Silvus. a 11-2
major decision over Danny
Carroll: sophomore James
Mauldin. an 12-4 decision over
Tom Schuster: and sophomore
Brette Arbogast recorded a pin
over Malhew Watson.
Senior Paul Rafferty and
freshman Anthony Dickens were
heard and a story to tell. That's
what this paper Is for. Speak out
If you feel the need and if you
have a legitimate complaint or
Just want to be heard. It's your
right. USE IT (Mr. Woods. Is
there a point to what was said?).
I wish The Rotunda staff the
best, and to everyone good luck
on your upcoming exams.
Charlie E. Fultz

awarded forfeit victories at 126
and heavyweight respectively.
Freshman Roy Littleton lost a
tough 8-3 decision to I.oi
Branch at 150. as did freshman
Bryan Hartley by an Identical
score to Arthur Wlntaker at 167.
Senior captain Kevin McSherry
lost a very close 7 6 d« Isl
158 to NNAs Chuck Worlev
"I was pleased with how Ihe
guys competed, commented
coach Steve Nelson. Our fresh
men kept their composure. I was
especially pleased with Joe Si!
vus and Bryan Hartley, and
James Mauldin dominated Ins
match after falling behind early
Longwood returns to the mat
Wednesday with a dual mall h

agalnsl Virginia Tech In Blacks
burg al 730 p in.

Bryan Weaver lay* it up in action from last year. The
Lancer* season opener, the Par Bill Tip-off. is this
Friday night at 7:OOpm in Lancer Hall.

Arbogast
Named Player
of the Week
By GREG PROUTY
Sophomore wrestler Brette
Arbogast has been named the
Mist winter sports season Long
Wood College Player of the Week
for the period Nov. 10 17 Player
of the Week is selected by the
l.ongwood College sports information office.
Arbogast. a natural 177
pounder, moved up In weight
(lass last Wednesday in a dual
match With Newport News Ap
prentii e Wrestling In lbs 100
pound (lass. Arbogast recorded
the first pin of the season for the
Lancers as he defeated Mathew
Watson of NNA before a vocal

crowd in Lancer Hall. Longwcxxl
went on to defeat Newport News
Apprentice 32-8 for a record "I
10.
Ihe son of Clinton and Janet
Arbogast. Brette attended
Brentsvllle High School In
Mentases where he was a slate
runner-up In wrestling. After
high school he completed a stint
with the military where he 00OI
pcted in freestyle wrestling gai

tiering second In the nation In
his division.
Arbogast briefly attended
(..union University before
transferring to Uwigwood.

